
WASCON Farm Trial 2017 Trial #1          Judge Fiona Hibbard        Time 20min 10 min and 3 min Warning 

1. Gather 12 head of ducks 
Task begins when handler enters arena #2 Task ends when ducks are fetched or driven to center 
Obst. 
 Adv.  75 ft gather from cone 
 Op.  Dog at cone handler may go ½ the distance to ducks.  Points 20 

2.  Penwork #1 
Task begins when dog has fetched or driven ducks to center pen.  Pen all 12 head in center obst. 
Points 3 

3. Medical Check 
Handler must pick up 5 ducks to check for bumblefoot.  Task ends when ducks are removed 
from pen.  Points 20 

4.  Sort #1 
Task begins after stock is removed from pen.  6 Head are sorted into Pen A.  Task ends when 
gate is closed on sort. Points 10 

5. Chute 
Task begins when gate is closed on sort.  6 head are taken thru chute on west fence.  Task ends 
when stock has been re penned in Pen A.  Point 20 
 Adv. Handler must stay at corner of chute 
 Op. Handler may fetch or drive along chute 

6.  Penwork #2 
Task begins when handler opens Gate B into Loafing Shed.  10 head of sheep are removed from 
loafing area.  Handler may assist dog in pen, but may not touch dog. Task ends when sheep are 
in Arena #1 and Gate C is closed.  Points 10 

7.  Sort #2 
Task begins when Gate C is closed. 5 Head of sheep are sorted off into sheep take Pen.  Task 
ends Sheep are sorted and take pen gate is closed.  Points 15 
 Adv 5 Marked sheep 
 Open 3 Marked sheep 2 unmarked 

8.  Bridge 
Task begins when Take Pen gate is closed.  5 Head of sheep are taken through gate C across 
bridge into 2-acre field. Task ends when stock is within 20 feet of horse trailer. Points 20 

9.  Penwork #3 
Task begins when stock is with 20 feet of horse trailer.  5 head are loaded into trailer, then 
unloaded and taken back to arena #1.  Task ends when gate C is closed with stock in Arena #1 
Points 7 

10.  Penwork #4 
Task begins when gate C is closed after entering arena #1. 5 head of sheep are removed from 
Sheep take pen.  Task ends when all 10 head of sheep are re-penned.  Points 5 

Ties Broken on Sort #2 then Penwork #3 

 

    

 



Wascon Farm Trial #2  Judge Dana Mackenzie       Time 20 Min  Warnings at 10 min and 3 min 

1.  Penwork #1 
Remove 6 head of ducks from Pen A then 6 head of ducks from Pen B.  Task begins when Pen A 
is opened.  Task ends when Pen B is closed.  Points 5 

2.  Sort #1 
Task begins when Pen B is closed.  12 Head of ducks are taken to Center Obst. 6 Ducks are 
sorted off.  Task ends when Center Obst.  Is closed. Points 5 

3.  Chute 
Task begins when center Obst. Is closed.  6 ducks are taken to Chute and loaded into Crate. 
Ducks are removed from crate and returned to center Obst.  Task ends when ducks are penned 
in Center. Points 20 
 Adv. Handler must stay corner of Chute until are at crate. 
 Open Handler may help dog along Chute. 

4.  Penwork #2 
Task begins when center obst. Gate is opened.  12 ducks are removed and taken to pen A.  Task 
ends when handler is at Pen A.  Point 5 

5.  Sort #2 
Task begins when handler opens Pen A.  6 Ducks are penned in A then 6 ducks are penned in 
Pen B.  Task ends when Pen B is closed.  Points 5 

6.  Gather  Arena #1 10 Sheep 
Task begins when handler and dog reach Cone 1.  Task ends when Sheep and handler are at 
Designated circle.  Points 20 

Adv.  Handler must remain at cone #1 
Open Handler leaves dog at Cone #1 but may go ½ the distance to stock 

7.  Ribbon Pull 
Task begins when stock enter holding ring.  Handler must pull 1 ribbon off sheep.  Task ends 
when ribbon is pulled.  Points 20 

8.  Sort #3  
Task begins when sheep have left the holding ring.  5 sheep are sorted off into Sheep take pen.  
Task ends when Sheep take pen is closed. Points 15 
 Adv. Handler 4 marked sheep 1 unmarked 
 Open Handler any 5 sheep 

9.  Footbath 
Task begins when take pen gate is closed.  5 Sheep are taken through foot bath.  Task ends 
when stock has exited the footbath.  Points 20 

10.  Penwork #3 
Task begins when stock has exited footbath.  5 head are taken to center obstacle and penned. 
Handler and dog return to sheep take pen and retrieves 5 sheep Task ends when gate is closed.  
Points 10 

11.  Penwork #4 
Task begins when sheep take pen is closed.  5 sheep are taken to center obstacle and 5 head are 
retrieved from obstacle.  Task ends when sheep are taken back to re-pen and gate is closed. 
Points 5 
 
Tie Broken on Chute then Ribbon Pull 


